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experience. About a year ago, I published a volume1 in
which I endeavoured to establish the thesis that the
conception of the imagination as the dominating factor
in artistic creation — a doctrine on which, it is agreed, is
based the Romantic revolt of Western Europe against
the Classic ideologists — was essentially and in its
effective form of Italian provenance ; that the initia-
tive may be traced to a remarkable group of Italian
critics of the early Settecento, who are little known to
modern students outside Italy. These men, goaded to
retaliation by the arrogance of the French " ancients "
in the great " Querelle des anciens et des modernes "9
and the obloquy they had poured on the poets of Italy,
propounded theories which cut across the traditional
aesthetics of Italy, and forced them into the service of
the " moderns ", Almost simultaneously with my
book there appeared in Italy a volume by that dis-
tinguished scholar, Professor Giuseppe Toffanin of
Messina, to whose stimulating work, La Fine dell*
Umanesimo^ we all already owed a debt. And in his
new work Professor Toffanin traversed almost the
same ground as myself. His book, however, bore
the significant title, JJEredita del Kinascimento in
Arcadia2 ; in other words, those very writers, who,
I had shown, had given the stimulus to one of the
cardinal tenets of the Romantic doctrine — and that not
merely in Italy, but in a particularly significant degree,
in Germany and Spain, as well as with some reverbera-
tion in France and possibly England — -critics in whom
I had found the beginnings of classical disruption,
Professor Toffanin placed before us as the heirs of the
classic spirit of the Italian Renaissance. And I believe,
after a careful study of Professor Toffanin's work, that
we are both justified. But in this very conclusion lies
surely a ground for re-examining anxiously the tradi-
tional antinomy of " Classic " and " Romantic ", for
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